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Each of the colors in the A|WOOD Urban Parks collection are lightly fumed with bi-directional 

brushing. The construction consists of a 7-ply cross-grain base, with an eased bevel on each side. 

Select A|WOOD colors are available through our quick ship stocking program.

URBAN PARKS

Technical Info:

FloorScore Certified

CARB ATCM 93120 Certified

FSC 100%, FSC Mix (up to factory chain of custody)

RFCI

CA Air Resources Board

Forest Stewardship Council

Performance Data

A|WOOD by Aproduct © 2017 Aproduct

3.0mm

9/16" (14mm)

7 ½" (190mm)

Random ranging from 24"-72" (610mm-1,828mm)

35 Year Limited Residential

10 Year Limited Commercial

Solid 3.0mm saw cut veneer, lightly fumed, bi-directional 

brushing with a matte, high resistance aluminum oxide 

UV-lacquer finish and eased bevel edge.

Tongue & groove 7-ply cross-grain plywood.

Ardex SystemOne™ up to 10 years

A|WOOD maintains stock in popular colors. 

Contact an A|WOOD rep for select colors.

(888) 203-0054 | info@aproductUS.com

Wear Layer:

Overall Thickness:

Standard Width:

Standard Length: 

Warranty:

Composition/Top Layer: 

Composition/Base Layer:

Supplemental Warranty:

Stocking Program: 
URBAN PARKS | Curated Engineered Collection

This collection is comprised of 5 specially designed engineered planks in natural patterns 

and tones, with rich textures and flavors. Inspiration for this palate is drawn from American 

city parks. Colors range from sandy oat to light drift-ash and milk chocolate-chestnut, 

indulging both classic sensibilities and modern twists.

The Urban Parks collection has a cross-grain tongue and groove plywood base with a 
3.0 mm saw cut wear layer, lightly fumed and bi-directionally brushed, finished with a matte, 

high-resistance aluminum oxide UV lacquer. This enticing wood can be nailed or glued. 

If you're interested in exploring your imagination beyond our curated collection, please 

consider our custom curation service.
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Rock Creek Ash / BF9161E36

Embarcadero Pier / BF9188E36

Patterson Pagoda / Y7J007U36

Prospect Park Gray / BF8144J36

Biscayne Whey / YJ004U36

A|WOOD Custom Curation

Don't limit yourself. If you can imagine it, we can create it. 

The A|WOOD custom curation service is led by a team who 

sources materials from all over the world. Our custom 

capabilities are as endless as your imagination. By the way, 

our high quality doesn't kill your wallet.

Our global sourcing team can help you find a match for an 

existing design plan or create something brand new. 
If you have a current product in mind that doesn't meet 

your expectations, we can find the solution for you.   

We can also help you create a look from a blank canvas. 

Imagine what you can create.

Four Seasons Residences Custom

Custom Curation / Walnut Chevron
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